Opinions and beliefs are essential ingredients in the diffusion of innovation. We present a framework to model and simulate diffusion processes of opinions and beliefs in interpersonal communication networks. We introduce an algorithm to create stylized networks with attributes of real world interpersonal communication networks. We also introduce a simple, but expandable model for simulating the dynamics of the diffusion processes of opinions and beliefs. We apply network multiagent simulations to show the importance of local clusters of connected agents for keeping opinions and beliefs endemic in a social system. We also argue that due to the structure of interpersonal networks, these local clusters have the capability to propagate opinions and ideas into the entire system.
Introduction
In his fundamental work Diffusion of Innovation, Rogers [1995] defines diffusion as "a process in which, over time, information regarding an innovation is communicated over specific channels between members of a social system." Rogers described the social system in which innovation is diffused as a network model. Social network analysis [Wasserman and Faust, (1995) ] studies networks consisting of humans and their interactions. Rogers and Kincaid [1981] and Valente [(1995) In Rogers [1995] , the failed diffusion project of changing cultural behavior of inhabitants of a Peruvian town [Wellin, (1955) ] is discussed. In analyzing why the people did not adopt boiling the water to improve their health, Rogers detected conflicting cultural beliefs as the main reason. Beliefs are strongly connected to the diffusion of technological innovations as well as the adoption of new behavior. Guerin and Guerin [1994] enumerated "beliefs and opinions towards the technology" as one of the constraints to the adoption of innovations. Valente [1995] showed similar results for health technologies. A successful market launch for new technologies is very dependent on the customer's opinions and beliefs about whether the new products fit their needs and are superior to other products. Similar to the spread of an innovation, the diffusion of opinions and beliefs is different to the spread of information. Opinions and beliefs have to somehow stick into people's brains [Brodie, (1996) ; Lynch, (1998)] while information or rumors can spread through an entire social system, even if a lot of people do not belief in its truth [Galam, (2003) ]. The diffusion of an opinion or a belief is therefore a story of persuasion and decision rather than knowledge. Ryan and Gross [1950] showed that the diffusion of beliefs associated with hybrid corn seed presaged and were necessary for the use of the new technology. In the context of diffusion of technology, we can see the diffusion of opinions and ideas as a forerunner of the technological propagation.
When looking at the actual diffusion of opinions and beliefs as well as innovations, personal networks between humans are getting important because people have higher trust in their friends and neighbors than in mass media [Bohlen and Beal, (1957) ]. Even though mass media, especially newspapers, were expected to shape the beliefs of the masses [Lippman, (1922) ], these mass-communication technologies are not sufficient for cultural change [Carley, (1995) ]. The importance of interpersonal communication and the two levels of communication, from mass media to individuals and between individuals, are the result of many studies [Katz and Lazarsfeld, (1955) ; Rogers, (1995) ]. Carley et al.
[2009] described a simulation model which combines the spread of information by media and the spreading and altering of beliefs in social network model. In this article, however, we focus on human-to-human networks without the influence of mass media.
Real world interpersonal communication networks are dynamic, complex, and nonlinear systems. To study such systems, multi-agent simulation is a widely used method [Gilbert, (2007) ]. The idea of a large number of interacting agents fits perfectly to the network model of nodes, which are connected by edges. Before we are able to run simulation experiments, network models have to be created. Different models and methods have been developed [Erdos and Renyi (1959); Watts and Strogatz (1998); Barabási and Albert (1999) ]. These network models can be used to study the diffusion processes of interpersonal networks. Different network models have different structure [Pfeffer and Carley, (2011) Following the basic definition of networks, we have to describe the set of agents and the set of edges before we are able to analyze a network. In interpersonal communication networks, the agents are humans within a specific social system, e.g. a company, a university, or a city. These agents are normally well describable. A large volume of statistical data is available for almost any defined social system. In addition, representative surveys can be used to better describe attributes and behavior of the agents of a social system. When it comes to describing the links between the agents, the challenges are much harder. The connections of social systems with dozens or hundreds of agents can be observed or surveyed by asking the agents with whom they interact. When we try to analyze larger social systems, e.g. cities or countries, these approaches are ineligible. In these cases, networks are algorithmically created. The widest used network model is created by the random network algorithm from Erdos and Renyi [1959] . This algorithm takes a number of nodes and randomly connects pairs of nodes until the desired number of links is created. In the last five decades, numerous algorithms to create network models were presented. The small-world model by Watts and Strogatz [1998] and the power-law model by Barabási and Albert [1999] are the most popular ones. We call all artificial networks, which are not random networks [Erdos and Renyi, (1959)], stylized networks. These networks have different structural attributes. In the next sub-section we discuss attributes of interpersonal communication networks and present an algorithm to create networks with these attributes.
Interpersonal network models
The structure of a network is a very important parameter for the outcome of simulation experiments. Different random or stylized network models have different structural characteristics. Changing the network structure can result in different diffusion patterns. Therefore, the first question to discuss is, which networks to use for simulating diffusion processes of opinions and beliefs in interpersonal communication networks. Hamill and Gilbert [2009] To decrease the average path distances and to also increase the skewness in the networks, they suggested rewiring a small portion (~5 %) of the edges using the power rewiring function
to describe the number of times node k is in the urn to be selected as the target of a rewiring step based on the number of neighbors d k compared to the average number of neighbors ̅ . These rewired edges connect local clusters on a global level independently from their physical distance. We call these edges the global connections of our networks.
To create stylized networks with the attributes of interpersonal communication networks [Pfeffer and Carley, (2011) ], the basic ideas of three different network algorithms [Hamill and Gilbert, (2009 ); Barabási and Albert (1999); Watts and Strogatz, (1998)] are combined. We use networks created with this new algorithm for our simulation experiments in the following sections. Pfeffer and Carley [2011] also introduced a way to calibrate the structure of network models to better fit different real world social systems. The main idea of their method is to connect structural attributes of the macro level of entire networks with the micro level of ego networks. Ego networks can be collected easily using network surveys [Fischer, (1982) ; Burt, (1984) ]. This data can be used to calibrate the network model at the macro level because important characteristics (e.g. the distribution of the number of neighbors, the number of links in the network, or the amount of local clustering) can be projected between these two levels. We do not include empirical data to the models of this article and relinquish to calibrate our network models to keep the models simple. The interested reader is pointed to Pfeffer and Carley [2011] for further details.
Modeling the Dynamics of Opinion and Belief Propagation
In the previous section, we discussed the structure of interpersonal communication networks. In this section, we focus on the dynamics in these networks. Analyzing the diffusion of opinions and beliefs requires the concepts and methods of different research areas. First, the large set of definitions and terms developed by epidemic research helps us to describe different aspects of diffusion processes as well as different forms of diffusion. Second, to actually accomplish network diffusion experiments we need the concepts and methods of multi-agent simulation. Third, the diffusion of innovation (Rogers, [1995] ) discusses different aspects of the propagation of new products or ideas. We use the decision process for adopting innovations introduced by Rogers [1995] and develop a persuasion model for opinion and belief propagation.
Modeling diffusion processes of opinions and beliefs
The terms beliefs, opinions, and attitudes are used interchangeably in many research projects. They all describe cognitive or psychological states of a person towards ideas, products, or other persons. Differences between these terms can be stated in dimension of intensity. Some, particularly psychologists, argue that beliefs are more strongly held than opinions or attitudes, and are therefore harder to change, but are also less based on facts. The strongest "version" of belief is a sacred value, which is not expected to change, and violations of which is expected to cause conflict [Atran and Axelrod, (2008) ]. For simplicity, we do not handle different strength of opinions or beliefs in this article, but doing so would not change the models and considerations we provide.
To describe diffusion processes, concepts of epidemiology are often used. People use words like infected, susceptible, and immune to describe the different states of agents regarding to an infection with an opinion or a belief. Because these and other epidemiological terms are widely used, we want to take a closer look at these terms and their applicability to social a diffusion processes. Moreover, we use an enumeration of these terms to cover all essential aspects of diffusion processes. In addition, we can also use the epidemic concepts to elaborate differences between different forms of social diffusion. Being aware of these differences is a precondition for more realistic diffusion models to get better results of simulation experiments. In table 1, we enumerated important epidemic concepts and their epidemic meaning and assessed the relevance for the diffusion of information as well as opinions and beliefs. We do not discuss diffusion processes of innovations here, but want to point the reader to the strong methodological a Social diffusion processes include the diffusion of information, innovation, opinions, and beliefs. The diffusion of information, opinions, and beliefs can also be named immaterial diffusion in opposite to the material diffusion of viruses, germs, and also goods. Innovation can be immaterial or material depending on infected persons change a behavior or start to use a specific product.
connections between the adoption of an innovation and the adoption of an opinion or belief (see section 3.3). At first sight, many similarities between epidemics and social diffusion can be found. Both need persons for propagation and the agents of an observed system can be grouped identically into immune, susceptible, and infected. When looking more closely, important differences can be found, e.g. the refractory state, which marks temporarily immune agents after overcoming an infection, does not exist in social diffusion. This has implications for the selection of the diffusion model (see section 3.3). One substantial difference between epidemics and social diffusion is the possible distance between the infected and the susceptible person in the moment of infection. In case of epidemics, a direct or at least an indirect contact via an alternate host within a small physical distance is necessary. This is totally different in case of social epidemics where technical artifacts (e.g. phone, e-mail, etc) can serve as an alternate host to bridge persons in different cities or even continents. This difference between physically connected and socially connected agents is the essential argument for using network models instead of cellular automata [Gardner, (1970) ] to describe social diffusion processes (see section 3.2).
Due to the lack of latency, information can spread with almost no delay. Therefore, the generation time can be reduced to some seconds. Opinions and beliefs rely on persuasion processes of an agent (see next sub-section) before this agent has the ability to infect others. When it comes to opinions and beliefs the infected agent has to mentally act before an adoption is the starting point of an active propagation. In the context of information propagation this has little importance; information can be passed on without any considerations. In epidemic infections, this process is automated and without intention of the infected person, which is an important advantage. In both social cases, people have the ability to intentionally stop social epidemics. As mentioned above, the infection with an opinion or a belief is rather a process than a certain moment. Rogers [1995] describes a persuasion process with the need of social interactions between peers of the infected agent as part of the adoption process of an innovation. Adopting an opinion or belief needs the same considerations and interactions. Before a positive decision is made, arguments are discussed and alternative opinions or beliefs are balanced, especially when a new opinion or belief is in conflict with existing ones. We discuss more details of the persuasion process in section 3.3.
Simulating networks as multi-agent models
To analyze the dynamics of interpersonal communication networks, we accomplish simulation experiments. When discussing simulation, we use the very neutral simulation definition of the Association of German Engineers (VDI). The guideline 3633 [VDI, (1996) ] defines simulation as "the reproduction of a system with its dynamic processes, using a model that lends itself to experimentation, to gain insights, which are transferable to reality." Herbert Stachowiak [1973] defines a model in his general model theory as "a shortened copy of a real world system which stands not for its own but has to be interpreted." It is, of course, impossible to completely reverse engineer the complex social behavior of human beings. The central question in the context of modeling social systems is to cover and describe those characteristics of a real world social system, which are relevant to the research questions. Miller and Page [2007] enumerate basic principles for modeling social systems. Their first principle is "keep the model simple." The goal of the models and the simulations in this article is therefore, not to create an extensive copy of interpersonal communication networks, but to focus on a describable and realizable part to have the ability to gain conclusions for real world based research questions. Different simulation paradigms focus on different description levels of the interested system. To model and simulate the interactions of a large number of agents in a social system, multi-agent simulation is a widely used method [Gilbert, (2007) ]. Multi-agent models consist of agents that interact with each other. Modeling social systems, an agent can be a representation for a person, a company, an organization, or a country etc. In a network multi-agent model, the agents represent the nodes of the network while the edges connecting the nodes establish the agent's interactions.
To illustrate a diffusion process using a multi-agent network model, we created a small random network [Erdos and Renyi, (1959)] with 47 nodes and 79 edges. Every node (a circle) in fig. 1 represents an agent of our model. The edges between the nodes show the communication connections of the agents. We started our simple diffusion simulation by infecting the larger agent in the middle of the network with specific information. If we assume that the information is handled in every simulation step from an infected agent to all his uninfected connected neighbors, the information spreads in four steps over the entire network. To better illustrate the time points of infection, we use a color gradient from black to white. This simple example illustrates the main difference between simulation experiments, which are based on network models, and those that are based on cellular automata [Gardner, (1970) ] or physical interactions of agents moving on a two-or three-dimensional grid [Resnick, (2001) ]. In a network model, the connections between agents are important instead of their physical nearness. Looking at fig. 1 , you can see that two of the physically adjacent agents of our initially infected agent are not infected until the second simulation step because of a social distance b (or path distance) of 2. We can also use this simple diffusion model to recapitalize the importance of fitting the structure of a network model to its underlying real world social system. If we create a couple of different models using the same 47 nodes visualized in fig. 1 , but another random set of the same number of edges, the diffusion curve [Rogers, (1995) ] would still be identical. If we create the edges using a different algorithm, e.g. the small-world algorithm [Watts and Strogatz, [1998] ), however, the diffusion curve would be different. Conclusions based on simulation experiments can therefore only be drawn if the network model is a good fit of the underlying real world system.
Persuasion model
Most of the diffusion models of researchers from a great variety of academic fields are based on the so called "Reed-Frost Epidemic Model" [Abbey, (1952) ]. Every agent in this model can be described at any given simulation step with one of the states enumerated in the first line of table 1. Susceptible agents can be contaminated when they get in contact with a virus or a belief. Infected agents carry the virus or the belief and have the ability to infect others. Agents in the refractory state are immune to an infection. Depending on the content of the diffusion, these states can be reached differently, e.g., a person healed from Tuberculosis can be re-infected immediately (SIS-model), other diseases have immunization periods (SIRS-model) or an agent is completely immunized for future infections after the infection dies down (SIR-model). In section 3.1, we argued that in the context of social diffusion, the refractory state is not used and normally, reb The social distance or the path distance between two agents in an interpersonal network is the number of hops it takes between these nodes. If agent a is connected with agent b, agent b with agent c, and agent c with agent d; the social distance, e.g., from a to c is 3, from b to c is 1, and from a to d is 4. infection with the same opinion or belief is possible. Consequently, an SIS based model is the appropriate representation to model social diffusion. Rogers [1995] describes the decision to adopt an innovation as a process rather than a spontaneous reaction; e.g., in the hybrid corn seed study [Ryan and Gross, (1943) ], the diffusion process needed several years. Even the adoption of opinions and beliefs normally take place in a shorter period of time, we assume a similar process. According to Rogers [1995] , the adoption process consists of different steps. We modify these steps to describe the adoption process of opinions and beliefs:
(1) Knowledge. The agent gets in contact with a new opinion or belief. During the process described in the enumeration above, repeated interactions with infected people are necessary to proceed with the different steps. Rogers [1995] describes the persuasion process as an affective course of actions. Information is collected actively through interaction with peers of the social network. Because opinions and beliefs carry the risk of being rejected from family, friends, and acquaintances, the persuasion process needs positive feedback from other agents having similar opinions or beliefs. Based on these considerations, we extend the SIS diffusion model to a dynamic persuasion model. To incorporate the different persuasion levels, the infected state is divided into two sub-states depending on whether the agent has the ability to infect others or not. As we have no immune agents in our model, there are three possible states s for every agent i, susceptible (S), infected (I), and contagious (C). For an agent i, at least one interaction with an infected agent at simulation step t increases the positive persuasion p to an opinion or a belief with a value p + :
In table 1, we introduced another epidemic concept, which becomes a parameter in our diffusion model. The contagion index c* is the probability that a contact with an infected agent actually leads to a transmission of the infection, e.g. a contagion index of 0.5 results, on average, in an infection through every other interaction with an infected agent. In general the probability of an actual infection of node i is a function of the number of infected neighbors d I (i) and the contagion index:
Human actors are faced with innumerous beliefs and opinions, which compete with each other [Brodie, (1996) ]. Therefore, in our model, beliefs and opinions do not persist forever independent of reinforcement. Without reinforcement through repeated interactions with other infected agents a belief or an opinion will die out. This is logically equivalent with a decreasing persuasion level p -at every simulation step:
If the level of persuasion p(i) is higher than a specific threshold value, the agent becomes a promoter (contagions state) and starts to propagate the opinion or belief. If p(i) drops under the promoter threshold, the agents stops with an active propagation, but is still infected. The three possible states of the model are therefore coded in the persuasion level variable:
Simulation Experiments
Using this persuasion model and the stylized networks introduced in section 2, we accomplished simulation experiments to tackle the question of which pattern supports the diffusion of opinions and beliefs. The simulation networks consist of 2,000 nodes and every node is connected with 12.1 c other nodes on average. For the dynamics of the persuasion model the parameters are set as follows. The positive persuasion value p + is set to 0.2; an agent who is (re-)infected increases his persuasion level with this value. We also define a negative value p -per simulation step with 0.1; we assume an opinion or belief, which declines over time if there is no re-infection. The promoter threshold t is set to 1.0 and represents the persuasion level at which an agent starts to actively promote an opinion or belief. This threshold can also be seen as the decision moment in the adoption process introduced in section 3. For the starting state of the simulation model we randomly infect 10 agents. These agents have an initial persuasion level of p(i) = 2.0. This level is also the maximum persuasion value for the agents. We do not make differences between weak and strong links [Granovetter, (1973) ]; in every simulation step an infection can use any connection to propagate with the same probability of c* = 0.5 (contagion index). All agents in our model are susceptible (no immune agents) and an infection is possible at any time independently from previous infections (no refractory state). Running the simulation experiment with different, randomly selected, 10 initially infected agents, reveals an interesting outcome. In the vast majority of the experiments (79 of 100) the infection completely dies out within 20 simulation steps. What happens? In the first iteration steps of the simulation experiments, the initially infected agents infect and re-infect their neighbors. These infections, however, do not suffice to pass the promoter threshold for newly infected agents. At the same time, the persuasion levels of the initially infected agents decrease. After 20 simulation steps there are no longer any infected agents. The opinion or belief is extinguished from the population.
Looking more closely at the minority of simulation experiments with an endemic d infection, we are able to identify a common pattern in the distribution of the initially infected agents. In case of connected infected agents, these agents re-infect and therefore stabilize each other. In addition, uninfected neighbors of infected agents have a higher probability of multiple infections within a short period of time, which is a precondition in our model to reach the promoter threshold.
Based on these observations, we can claim the hypotheses that a simulation experiment with a completely connected set of initially infected agents is the optimal constellation for diffusion in our model. To check this assumption, we set up a second simulation experiment. Fig. 2 is the visual representation of a single simulation experiment with a local seeding strategy by using the same network than in the first simulation experiments with the random selection of initially infected nodes. Black colored nodes represent infected agents with a persuasion value above the promoter threshold, white nodes are infected, but below this level. For better readability of the network figures, we draw just these two groups of infected nodes; nodes with p(i)=0 are not drawn. The edges are drawn in two different ways, the locally clustered edges (compare network model in section 2) are drawn dark gray and the globally rewired edges are drawn in a lighter gray to conserve the community structure in the network visualizations.
In the left picture you can see that the 10 initially infected agents were selected in a locally connected cluster. The second picture in fig. 2 illustrates the infection state after 5 simulation steps; the 10 black colored initially infected promoters are surrounded by infected zones. Contrary to the previous experiments, the opinion or belief is still endemic after 20 simulation steps and keeping the simulation running, the right picture in fig. 2 shows the infection state after 45 simulation steps. The infection has spread out in concentric circles via local edges. In addition, more distant agents are also infected via the global edges. Connected to a stable infection center, infected agents in the new areas have a better chance to build up their own infected environment.
To analyze the impact of local connectivity to the chance that a belief or an opinion remains endemic within a population, we setup a series of simulation experiments with different average distances between the 10 initially infected nodes. These different distances are the result of different random sets of selected nodes. Carley and Newell [1994] state that when modeling social agents not all parameters need to be investigated in order to show that a model creates discernable social results. To be able to concentrate on this single independent variable (the average distance of the initially infected nodes) we freeze all model parameters at the values that were introduced in the first simulation experiments. To also freeze all structural characteristics of the network we use a single network model for all simulations experiments. Fig. 3 shows the result of 100,000 simulation runs. The average path distance of the 10 initially infected nodes is in the range from 1.0 to 5.0. The aggregation level for the path distance is 0.1. Therefore, every data point in fig. 3 representing an average path distance x of the initially infected nodes incorporates at least 500 simulation experiments within the range of x ± 0.05. The y-axis is the probability that an infection with a specific average distance of the initially infected nodes remains endemic after 20 simulation steps.
The chart in fig. 3 shows an s-shaped negative connection between an increasing average path distance of the initially infected nodes and the probability that the infection remains endemic in the network after 20 simulation steps. The probability is almost 100 % for an average path distance of 2.5 or below. After that point the curve drops rapidly reaching a probability of 50 % at an average path distance of ~3.6 and 25 % at ~4.1.Discussion of the Simulation Experiments
For the simulation experiments, we were interested in structures that promote diffusion processes. In the previous sections we described a persuasion model to simulate diffusion processes of opinions and beliefs in interpersonal networks. These considerations and the results of the simulation experiments can be interpreted as follows. First, opinions and beliefs need a critical mass of infected people to survive. This is even more important in a social system with hundreds or thousands of competing opinions and beliefs. Second, opinions and beliefs need multi-infections and positive feedback through interpersonal communication to survive. Third, in case of multiple infected agents within a local community, the chance of a direct connection to other infected agents is higher for a single infected agent. This leads to re-infections, increases the persuasion level, and guarantees stable promoters. Fourth, in case of multiple infections within a local community, uninfected agents are more likely to get in contact with more than one infected agent. A repeated infection from various social directions increases the chance Fig. 3 . Average distance of initially infected nodes and the probability that an infection stays endemic in the network after 20 simulation steps.
of a sustainable infection. Fifth, global connections between agents carry the infection from an infected community into uninfected communities. Single infected agents in uninfected communities can be stabilized through these global connections.
These interpretations provide strong evidence that local clusters of infected agents are very important for a successful diffusion of opinions and beliefs. For applying these results into guidelines for assessing technology manager or policy makers in their objective to intentionally propagate opinions or beliefs, we can summarize our findings into three points:
(a) Start Local. The agents that are targeted for an initial infection of an opinion or a belief should be selected from a geographical limited area, e.g., one city. If the structure of the network is known, agents belonging to the same cluster or agents who are at least somehow indirect connected with each other should be selected for an initial infection. At this point we want to add graph theoretical considerations to reveal another conclusion. Assuming a random or stylized network or a real world interpersonal network, if we randomly select a group of nodes, the average social distance between these nodes is similar than the average distance between all possible nodes in the given network. This is identical to the average distance from uninfected to infected agents. The higher the social distance between infected nodes, the more unlikely are direct or indirect re-infections between them. The dominant factor for the average social distance between all agents in an interpersonal network is the size of the network. The average distance is logarithmically connected to the network size, i.e., ten times the number of nodes increases the average distances by one [Newman et al., (2006) ; Pfeffer and Carley, (2011) ]. Large cities with millions of residents therefore have larger average social distances than smaller cities with some hundred thousand residents. Following the conclusions presented in the previous paragraphs leads to possible implications for starting points of successful diffusions of opinions and beliefs. Smaller cities are better suited than large ones because the network structures in smaller cities support re-infections of infected agents as well as multiple infections of uninfected agents. In addition, from a marketing perspective, larger cities tend to have a larger glut on the market. Therefore, the number of competing opinions and beliefs is higher. From a policy perspective, it is interesting to connect our findings, e.g. to the uprisings in the Northern African countries and the Middle East during the Arab Spring 2011. Protests and rebellions often started in smaller cities before they spread over the entire country. We do not claim that the city size is the most important factor for the success of marketing campaigns or the formation of revolutions, but we will spend more efforts to this hypothesis in future research projects.
Conclusions and Outlook
In this article we elaborated a framework to model diffusion processes of opinions and beliefs in interpersonal communication networks. We enumerated the attributes of these networks and recapitulated the stylized network model from Pfeffer and Carley [2011] . We introduced a simple dynamic persuasion model and accomplished simulation experiments to study the diffusion of opinions and beliefs. A way to improve this model is to add empirical data. Pfeffer and Carley [2011] showed connections between the micro and the macro level of interpersonal communication models, which can be used to calibrate the network model with the results of social surveys. Doing so, the network model and also the diffusion model can be adjusted in particular to the actual diffusion questions. This is an important step because a network based on interpersonal communication about technical products looks different from the network consisting of the same agents, but discussing political questions. Different networks structure results in different diffusion patterns.
Independent from the details of a specific diffusion process, we were interested in general network structures that support successful diffusions. We were able to show that, when assuming the adoption of opinions and beliefs as an iterative process rather than a spontaneous event, local clusters of infected agents are essential to keep an infection in interpersonal communication networks endemic. Using the global network connections, the infection can spread out to other clusters in the second step. On the other hand, in case of an increasing average path distance between the initially infected nodes the probability of an infection to stay endemic drops rapidly. This importance of local clusters was also revealed in other studies (e.g. Helbing et al. [2009] ). Future work has to focus on detailed aspects of these clusters, e.g. size and density, using altered network models.
The diffusion model we used for our simulation experiments in this article is a single topic model, i.e., just one opinion or belief is propagated. In real word systems, normally more than one, and often contrary, opinions and beliefs are disputed in interpersonal communication networks. These opinions and beliefs form another network on its own describing the patronages and enmities between them. When agents interact, the change of their persuasion level is dominated by the relation of their opinions or beliefs. Some interactions between agents result in mutual promotion while the persuasion level is detracting in other cases because competing opinions and beliefs restrain each other in their diffusion processes.
In the context of diffusion intervention, we offered guidelines for assessing innovation manager and policy maker to use the outcomes of our models and simulation experiments to improve their success when managing diffusion processes of opinions or beliefs of technologies, or the diffusion of political ideas. Using a persuasion model of competing opinions and beliefs, structural strategies for supporting or repealing specific market beliefs or political opinions can be developed in future studies.
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